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Safe Meetings
and Events

Creating Safer and More
Comfortable Event Experiences
At AVMS, we realize that the world where we
meet, live and play has become a different place.
In order to move forward and gather together
safely, we must adapt and build a strong sense of
community to ensure the health and safety of our
team, partners and clientele. To that regard, we are
following Event Safety Alliance and CDC guidelines
to develop innovative ways to handle gatherings in
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a safe, organized, and inventive way.” As members
of the Event Safety Alliance, we are partnered
with over 300 event professionals to build a safe
plan to assist the event industry with the return
of business. AVMS Demand Better Experiences
and has instituted the following guidance plan to
create safe and comfortable events. In addition,
we have created several documents outlining
our policies and procedures in detail that can
be found at: www.avms.com/SafeMeetings or
SafeMeetingsAndEvents.com.

As we build our way back to conventions and events, we realize that meetings
for today will look a bit different. Over these very difficult past months, AVMS
has been busy listening to our customers tell us about their current needs.
Whether it is more intimate functions (limited in-person attendance), virtual
events (performed online) or a hybrid (integrating elements of both in-person
and remote locations), AVMS has the expertise and the equipment to ensure
your next event is successful and safe. In addition, AVMS sanitizes all audiovisual
equipment before and after each use to ensure the safety of our team and
clientele. www.avms.

A Flexible Approach - Adapting in Real Time
This is why AVMS always works within a systematic approach, helping
businesses build superior meetings through a better pre-production discovery
experience, better goal-setting event development and a better post-production
processes. The AVMS approach starts with our production specialist assisting
with identifying your objectives to ensure when your event is complete, we have
hit every objective and your meeting was a proven success. Your success is our
only mission!
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•

What are your event objectives?

Today’s Uncommon Experience…

•

What are your expectations prior to beginning the event and after
it’s done?

Will Command the Attention of
your Attendees

•

How can you continue to captivate your audience with a virtual
element?

•

How do you want your video to look?

•

Do you want to incorporate interactive elements into your event?

•

How can you get people to tune-in live and maintain their
attention?

•

Do you want any sponsorship opportunities in your event?

In order to complete events in an
uncommon way that command
the attention of the world, AVMS
takes the production process
seriously. Designing events by
the desired outcomes seems so
logical to AVMS; however, many
AV professionals are unable to
sort the details to create the
remarkable... more order takers
versus creating the spectacular.
Sorting the details in today’s
meeting environment means
each step of the process must be
planned, designed and integrated
within the meeting, event or
show.

Today’s meeting environment requires total focus to deliver integrated
technology that is different from past experiences. This may sound like
a big statement, but at AVMS we have been making these promises on
our events for decades. “When you do the common things in life in an
uncommon way, you will command the attention of the world.” — George
Washington Carver, American Scientist
In addition, all AVMS team members are educated on COVID-19 and
guest safety protocols.
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Integrating Proper AV
Technology into your Next
Event
•

Pre-event design

•

Virtual Event Assistance

•

Custom Registration Portals

•

Live Streaming

•

Live Video Playback

•

Audio Response Systems

Apart...yet together Physical Distancing
Partnering with our hotels and
venues, AVMS has developed several
plans and packages to accommodate
our customers, while at the same
time ensuring physical distancing,
sanitizing procedures and safe conduct.
Contained in
this guide are helpful examples for
us to partner together to create better
experiences by utilizing smart packages,
customization of space and unique
event design.
New world meetings must be designed
using smart, thoughtful planning to
create and environment of comfort and
safety.
All AVMS team members are trained
on COVID-19 protocols, tables will be
at least six feet apart, only four chairs

per table, all AV equipment sanitized
and additional Event Safety Alliance/
CDC protocols followed throughout
the room before, during, and after the
event.
AV technology is an integrated
experience and today’s meeting
planners need solutions to get
people together no matter what the
circumstances may be. We all know,
as business professionals, in order for
us to plan and build better performing
businesses, the show must go on!

Let High-Tech Equal Great
Results!
It’s always reassuring to have a partner
that listens to you and respects
the planning you’ve done for your
event. AVMS will take care of all the
technology details so you don’t have
to, including: live technology, green
screens, online, virtual tools, streaming
live, recorded, background screens,
speaker ready rooms, online speaker/
presenter training, web portals,
registration, monetization, business
takeaways, sponsorships, continued
education, in-room AV meetings,
follow-up metrics and calculated
meeting success metrics. From
concept to applause, we collaborate,
communicate and captivate.
Partnership is our priority!

Contact:
Jim Jungsten, EVP of Relationship Development
6626 Owens Drive , Pleasanton, CA 94588
916-417-6484
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